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ABSTRACT
We develop chiral perturbation theory for baryons in quenched QCD. Quenching (the elimina-
tion of diagrams containing virtual quark loops) is achieved by extending the Lagrangian method of
Bernard and Golterman, and is implemented in a theory where baryons are treated as xed velocity
sources. Our method requires that the octet baryons be represented by a three index tensor rather
than by the usual matrix eld. We calculate the leading non-analytic corrections to the masses
of octet and decuplet baryons. In QCD these are proportional to M3 . We nd that quenching
alters the M3 terms, but does not completely remove them. In addition, we nd non-analytic
contributions to baryon masses proportional to M and M
2
 logM. These terms, which are arti-
facts of quenching, dominate over the M3 terms for suciently small quark masses. This pattern
of corrections is dierent from that in most mesonic quantities, where the leading non-analytic
terms in QCD (proportional to M4 logM) are removed by quenching. We also point out various
pecularities of the quenched theory, most notably that the  baryon can decay (if kinematically
allowed), in the sense that its two point function will be dominated at long Euclidean times by a
nucleon plus pion intermediate state.
1 Introduction and Summary
A central goal of numerical simulations of lattice QCD is to calculate the hadron spectrum
and compare with experiment. Agreement between simulations and experiment would pro-
vide a crucial test that QCD is the correct theory of the strong interactions in the low energy
domain. Present simulations have yet to achieve this goal,1 largely because of various ap-
proximations that must be made to make the calculations computationally tractable. Most
important of these is the use of the quenched approximation, in which the fermion determi-
nant is approximated by a constant, so that there are no internal quark loops. The other
signicant approximations are the use of quarks with masses heavier than their physical
counterparts, and the use of nite lattice spacing.
This paper is the rst of two in which we study the importance of the quenched approxi-
mation for baryon masses. In this paper we develop chiral perturbation theory for baryons in
the quenched approximation and calculate the dominant contributions from one-loop graphs
to both octet and decuplet baryon masses. In the companion paper we work out some impli-
cations of these results [?]. In particular we use them to estimate the size of quenching errors
in baryons, and show how they lead to a better understanding of how to do chiral extrap-
olations in quenched QCD (QQCD). This knowledge has already been useful for analyzing
results of simulations [?].
To provide a context for the quenched results, it is useful to recall the general form of
the chiral expansion of baryon masses in QCD (see for example Refs. [?, ?, ?]),
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Here M0 is the mass in the chiral limit, and M is a generic pseudo-Goldstone boson mass.
The dominant contributions come, in fact, from theK and  mesons. The ci are combinations
of coecients appearing in the chiral Lagrangian. The expansion consists of terms which are
analytic in the quark masses|those proportional to M2 / (mu + md) and M
4
|and non-
analytic terms proportional to M3 and M
4
 logM. The latter arise from infra-red divergences
in loop graphs, and thus are multiplied by constants (c3 and c4L) which are determined in
terms of leading order chiral coecients. For example, c3 depends on the pion-nucleon
couplings F and D (dened precisely below). Thus, if one knows the lowest order chiral
coecients, one can predict the form of the leading non-analytic terms. The same is true
for mesonic quantities (e.g. M2 and f), but with baryons the leading non-analytic terms
contain one less power of M than the rst analytic corrections (M3 versus M
4
), and are thus
enhanced in the chiral limit, while with mesons (as with the c4L term above) the enhancement
is only logarithmic.
In the quenched approximation we nd that the expansion is dierent,
Mqbary = M
q
0 +  c
q
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The constants are now dierent combinations of the coecients in the quenched chiral La-






3, all of which are given in terms
of lowest order coecients. We have not calculated cq4L, but for suciently small M (which,
1Opinions dier as to how close we are to reaching this goal. For example, Ref. [?] is optimistic while
Ref. [?] is more pessimistic.
1
in numerical simulations, is adjustable) the M4 terms should be a small correction compared
to the lower order terms.
The dimensionless constant , which multiplies the cq1 and c
q
2L in Eq. 2, is a pure quenched
artifact. It appears also in mesonic quantities, and its likely magnitude is   0:1, although
there is no denitive determination [?]. In Eq. 2 it multiplies terms which will dominate
the corrections for small enough M. If such terms are signicant, then we should not
trust the quenched results. Fortunately, as discussed in the companion paper, the numerical
evidence suggests that these terms are small, and so are largely curiosities. They do, however,
give another example of the sickness of the quenched approximation in the chiral limit, a
phenomenon rst pointed out for mesonic quantities in Refs. [?, ?].
Of more practical interest is the fact that the non-analytic terms proportional to M3
survive quenching, albeit multiplied by dierent constants than in QCD. Naively, one might
expect meson loops to require the presence of underlying quark loops, and thus that quench-
ing would remove all the M3 terms. This is indeed true for mesonic quantities, where only
artifacts proportional to  survive. Why this is not true for baryonic quantities is explained
in Sec. ??.
The presence of the M3 terms has practical implications. When doing chiral extrapo-
lations to quenched results one should t to a form including these cubic terms. It turns
out that certain linear combinations of baryon masses have expansions beginning at O(M3),
and these combinations can be used, in principle, to extract the constants cq3. With these in
hand, we can then make estimates of the errors in baryon masses due to quenching. The idea
is to compare the size of the contributions of pion loops in the two theories, and assume that
any dierence is a quenching error. The uncertainty in these error estimates can be reduced
by forming suitable combinations of baryon masses. Results from a pilot study along these
lines are presented in the companion paper.
In present simulations, the splitting between the octet and decuplet baryons is substan-
tially smaller than the pion mass, M − MN < M. Thus in our calculations we treat
M −MN as a small parameter, and expand about the limit that the octet and decuplet
baryons are degenerate. Eventually, simulations will be done in the opposite limit, in which
case the  should be treated as heavy and integrated out of the eective theory. As ex-
plained below, it is straightforward to adapt our results to this new limit or, indeed, to
any intermediate value of (M −MN )=M. An interesting phenomenon which occurs when
M < M −MN is that the quenched  decays. In Sec. ??, we explain why this happens,
and why it might not have been expected.
Finally, we note that the methods presented here can be extended straightforwardly to
\partially quenched" theories, i.e. those in which there are internal quark loops, but the
masses of the valence and loop quarks dier.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In the following section, we develop the quenched
chiral Lagrangian for baryons. We then, in Sec. ??, present the Feynman rules and sketch
a sample calculation. Section ?? contains our results for baryon mass renormalizations.
2 Chiral Lagrangian for Quenched Baryons
We calculate the quenched chiral corrections to the baryon masses using an eective La-
grangian of \heavy" baryons coupled to the low-lying pseudoscalars. The approach is a
2
synthesis of two techniques which have recently appeared in the literature: 1) Baryons
are treated as xed velocity sources, thereby eliminating the baryon mass term from the
Lagrangian [?]; and 2) The theory is extended from QCD to QQCD by constructing a
Lagrangian symmetric under the graded group SU(3j3)L  SU(3j3)R [?]. The latter step
corresponds to the addition of \bosonic quark" degrees of freedom whose internal loops in
Feynman diagrams cancel those of the ordinary quarks.
2.1 Review of results for QCD
We start with the low-energy eective theory for QCD, in which the pseudo-Goldstone bosons
are coupled to octet and decuplet baryons. The Goldstone elds are grouped in the usual
3  3 matrix (x) (normalized so that 13 = K+=
p
2). The octet baryons are similarly
grouped in the 33 Dirac eld B(x) (with B13 normalized to the proton). Finally, the spin-
3=2 baryons are represented by a Rarita-Schwinger tensor T ijk(x), symmetric in its three
flavor indices (with T111 normalized to the ++). Fixed velocity elds are dened by
Bv(x) = exp(imB6vvx
)B(x) ; T v (x) = exp(imB6vvx
)T (x) ; (3)
where v is the velocity, and mB is the mass of the octet baryons in the chiral limit. As shown
in Ref. [?], in the mB ! 1 limit, the Dirac gamma matrix structure of the theory can be
eliminated in favor of v and the spin-operators S





To construct a chirally invariant Lagrangian, we use elds which have simple chiral trans-
formation properties. These are the exponentiated pion elds
(x) = exp(2i(x)=f) ; (x) = exp(i(x)=f) ; (4)
the axial and vector currents
A = i12(@
y − y@) ; V = 12(@
y + y@) ; (5)
the mass terms
M = yMy  M ; M = diag(mu;md;ms) ; (6)
and the covariant derivatives of baryon elds
DB = @B + [V ; B] ; (7)
DT ijk = @
















Here, as in the following, we have dropped the subscript v on the heavy baryon elds|it is
always implicitly present. Under SU(3)L  SU(3)R the meson elds transform as
 ! LRy ; (9)
 ! LU y(x) = U(x)Ry ; (10)
where U(x) is dened implicitly through Eq. (10). A,M, Bv and DBv, which are octets




Finally, the decuplet eld and its covariant derivative both transform as tensors, e.g.
T ijk ! Ui‘UjmUknT

‘mn : (12)
Here, and in the following, we do not distinguish between raised and lowered flavor indices.
It will always be clear which indices transform with U and which with U y.
The most general chirally-symmetric Lagrangian can now be written down as an expan-
sion in momenta and quark masses. The leading analytic and non-analytic corrections to
the baryon masses are obtained from the following terms
L = L + LB + LT;
L = 14f
2 tr(@@
y + 2M+) ; (13)
LB = i tr(Bv DB)
+ 2D tr(BSfA; Bg) + 2F tr(BS
[A; B])
+ 2bD tr(BfM
+; Bg) + 2bF tr(B[M























We have followed the notation of Jenkins and Manohar [?], except for the octet mass terms
in which we follow Bernard et al. [?]. The traces involving the octet baryon are over flavor
indices. The contractions of flavor indices for terms involving decuplet baryons are not
shown explicitly|we discuss them for the quenched Lagrangian below. Finally, M is the
decuplet-octet mass splitting in the chiral limit.
2.2 Quenched chiral Lagrangian for mesons
We now consider the quenched theory. Bernard and Golterman have developed a Lagrangian
framework which provides a consistent means for calculating the physics of the low-lying
pseudoscalars in QQCD [?]. We briefly review this technique, introduce a compatible rep-
resentation for the baryons, and then construct the quenched baryon Lagrangian analogous
to that of Eqs. (14,15) above.
QQCD can be described by the addition of bosonic quark degrees of freedom, eqi, one for
each flavor of light quark. They have the same masses, one for one, as the original quarks,
qi. Integrating over the eqi in the functional integral yields a determinant which exactly
cancels that resulting from the quark integration. This theory is symmetric, at the classical
level, under the graded group U(3j3)LU(3j3)R, and this symmetry dictates the form of the
low-energy eective theory for the pseudo-Goldstone bosons. To construct this theory, one







Here  contains the ordinary mesons (qq), e the mesons composed of bosonic quarks (eqeq), and
 and y the \fermionic mesons" (eqq and qeq respectively). The mass matrix is extended to
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M = diag(mu;md;ms;mu;md;ms), while the denitions of axial and vector currents retain
the same form (5). The transformation properties of the elds are unchanged, except that
the matrices L, R and U are now elements of U(3j3).
Because of the anomaly, the chiral symmetry of the quantum theory is reduced to the
semidirect product [SU(3j3)L  SU(3j3)R] ⊗ U(1). The reduction in symmetry allows the
quenched chiral Lagrangian to contain arbitrary functions of the eld
0 = 1p3str 
1p
2
(0 − e0); (17)
(0 is the usual SU(3) singlet meson, e0 its ghostly counterpart), since 0 is invariant under
the quantum, though not the classical, symmetry group. Putting this all together, one arrives
















where str denotes supertrace. The potentials can be chosen to be even functions of 0, and
are normalized as Vi(0) = 1 +O(20). We will not, in fact, need the higher order terms in
these potentials. Our notation follows that of Bernard and Golterman [?], except that we
use m0 instead of  (following Ref. [?]) and  instead of . We also dier from [?] in
choosing the normalization of f such that f  93 MeV.
At this point the development diverges from that in QCD. In QCD, the last two terms in
L(Q) lead to wavefunction renormalization and a mass shift for the 0. The 0 is then heavy,
and can be integrated out of the theory, giving the usual Lagrangian L (13). In QQCD,
by contrast, there is a cancelation between diagrams with more than one insertion of either
 or m0 on an 0 (or e0) propagator [?, ?, ?]. Thus the 0 and e0 remain light, and the
 and m20 terms must be included as interactions in L
(Q). This leads to a more singular
behavior of a number of quantities (e.g. m and fK) in the chiral limit. Furthermore, the
new vertices destroy the usual power counting. Higher loop diagrams involving  and m0
are not suppressed by powers of p= or m=, where   1 GeV is the chiral cut-o. We
assume that  and m0= are small, and work only to rst order in these parameters.
Finally, although we have been talking about the 0, it is not, in fact, a mass eigenstate
unless the quarks are degenerate. Instead, the flavor-neutral eigenstates are those with flavor
composition uu, dd and ss, with squared masses M2qq = 2mq (q = u, d, s). These replace
the 0 and  of QCD. The flavor non-diagonal mesons are the same in both theories, having
the form qiqj , with M
2
ij = (mi +mj).
2.3 Baryon representations in quenched QCD
To construct the chiral Lagrangian for baryons in QQCD, we need to generalize the octet and
decuplet elds B and T . The corresponding quenched elds will contain additional baryons
with compositions qqeq, qeqeq and eqeqeq. Even if we restrict the external states to be the usual
qqq baryons, the extra baryons will appear in loops. Thus we must include these states in our
eective Lagrangian. Just as when constructing the baryon part of the chiral Lagrangian in
QCD, all we need to know is how the states transform under the vector subgroup SU(3j3)V
5
(i.e. L = R = U). The transformations under the full group are simply obtained by using
the position dependent U(x) dened in Eq. (10). Thus we need to determine the irreducible
representations of SU(3j3) which, when restricted to the quark sector, contain only an octet
or a decuplet of SU(3).
We begin with the octet, which is the more dicult case since it has mixed symmetry.
We construct representations using the \quark" eld Q = (u; d; s; eu; ed; es) and its conjugate
Q. Under SU(3j3)V these transform as fundamental and anti-fundamental representations,
respectively
Qi −! UijQj and Qi −! QjU
y
ji (i; j = 1; 6) : (19)
We now dene the tensor spin-1/2 baryon eld Bijk(x) to have the same transformation
















Here C = iγ2γ0 is the charge conjugation matrix, and a, b and c are color indices. We
have raised the color and spinor indices on the elds for the sake of clarity, and suppressed
the common position argument of all elds. The transformation of Bijk under SU(3j3)V is
dened through the r.h.s of Eq. (20)|the Q’s are rst rotated \inside" the operator, and
then the U ’s are moved to the outside, giving rise to a grading factor because the o-diagonal





Here we are using the following notation in the grading factor: if the index on the eld is
\anticommuting" (in the range 1− 3) then the index equals 1 in the grading factor; if the
eld index is \commuting" (in the range 4 − 6) the corresponding index equals 0 in the
grading factor.
This construction of B automatically yields a representation of SU(3j3)V , since it is
written in terms of Q’s. The Dirac and color structure of the operator enforce the constraints
coming from the fact that B creates spin-1/2 baryons which are color singlets. The second
term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (20) is required in order to make the representation irreducible. To





= Bqijk + B
q
ikj (22)











Bq is anti-symmetric under i $ j, which allows the rst two quark indices to be combined




Now the problem is clear|the operator Bk
0
k creates both SU(3) octets and singlets, but we
only want the former. The singlet is obtained by contracting Bq with "ijk. It can be cancelled
by symmetrizing the last two indices of Bq, as is done in Eq. (22). The octet part is, up to
an overall constant, just the standard 3  3 matrix used to represent baryons in the QCD
6
chiral Lagrangian. Using the normalizations discussed below, the explicit relation between














We have convinced ourselves that B transforms in an irreducible representation of SU(3j3)V .
It has dimension 70, and decomposes under SU(3) as follows: an 8 each of qqq and eqeqeq states,
and a 1 + 8 + 8 + 10 each of qqeq and qeqeq states. It satises the symmetry properties (easily
determined from the above denitions)
Bijk = (−)
jk+1Bikj ;
0 = Bijk + (−)
ij+1Bjik + (−)
ij+jk+ki+1Bkji : (26)
These relations show why B cannot be reduced to a two index form in QQCD|it has no
grading independent symmetry properties under the interchange of two indices.
The need for a three index tensor makes sense also from another point of view. The major
aim of the formalism we are constructing is to allow identication of contributions to mass
renormalization which contain internal quark loops. To do this we need to be able to follow
the flow of flavor through the Feynman diagrams. This is not straightforward using the
standard 2-index form for B, since one of the indices carries the flavor of two quarks. Using
the 3-index eld B, by contrast, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the terms
which comprise a given diagram in QChPT and the flow of quark flavor. In practice what
happens is that all diagrams in which the quark flow contains internal loops are cancelled
by the corresponding diagrams with eq in the loops.
The representation containing the spin-3/2 baryons is simpler to construct. The decuplet
baryons are already represented by a symmetric three-index tensor in QCD. One only needs























This transforms under SU(3j3)V exactly as does Bijk, Eq. (21). It has the following symmetry




These imply that the representation is 38 dimensional, containing a 10 of qqq states, a 10
and an 8 of qqeq’s, an 8 and a 1 of qeqeq’s, and a lone 1 eqeqeq. When the indices are restricted
to the range 1 − 3, the QQCD tensor is proportional to the decuplet tensor used in QCD,




= Tijk : (29)
2.4 Quenched chiral Lagrangian for baryons
To construct the quenched generalization of Eqs. (14) and (15) we need quantities which
are invariant under SU(3j3)L  SU(3j3)R. These we construct from the elds B and T , their
covariant derivatives, and their conjugates. The covariant derivatives of both elds take the




i(j+j0)(V )jj0Bij0k + (−)
(i+j)(k+k0)(V )kk0Bijk0 ; (30)
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where V  is the vector-current dened by the quenched generalization of Eq. (5). The
grading factors arise because, in order to compensate for the position dependence of the U ’s,
the V ’s must act \inside" B|i.e. as if they were coupled directly to the generalized quark
elds in Eq. 20. These covariant derivatives transform under SU(3j3)L  SU(3j3)R in the



























































Using the group transformation properties, it is straightforward to catalogue all the











































There is also the conjugate of the last quantity, i.e. (T

ΓAB). In the above constructions,
A is an operator transforming like the axial current A, and Γ is an arbitrary Dirac matrix.
In fact, the change to xed-velocity elds simplies the Dirac structure as for QCD, and in
practice only the spin operator S enters in place of Γ. Various possible terms are absent
from the list above because they can be rewritten in the above form using the symmetries
of B and T . For example, a (BAB) bilinear with A coupling to the second index of Bijk
is redundant due to the symmetry Bijk = (−1)jk+1Bikj. Other terms simply vanish, e.g.
constructions involving BkjiTijk.
We can now write down the relevant part of the quenched Lagrangian for baryons. It
consists of
L(Q)B = i(Bv DB)
+ 2 (BSBA) + 2 (BS
AB) + 2γ (BS
B)str(A) (40)
+ M (BBM
+) + M (BM
+B) +  (BB)str(M+)
and
L(Q)T  = − i(T


























Each term can be multiplied by an arbitrary even function of 0, but the higher order
vertices these functions produce do not contribute at the order we are working. There are
also terms proportional to (BB)20 and (BB)@0@
0, but these do not contribute to mass
renormalization at one-loop. In quark-flow language, these are double hairpin vertices and
lead to closed quark loops [?]. Finally we note that str(A) is proportional to @0, so
possible additional terms involving the latter are not independent.
The quenched Lagrangian (40)-(41) looks very similar in form to that for QCD, Eqs.
(14)-(15). To make the correspondence precise we need to pick out the parts of L(Q)B and
L(Q)T  containing only qqq elds. This is straightforward for the terms involving the spin-3/2
eld, since both quenched and full elds have three indices, so the structure of the allowed









Thus the coecients M , c and H play the same role in the quenched Lagrangian as they
do in the full theory. It is important to realize, however, that there is no reason for the
coecients to have the same values in the two theories. Despite this, we use the same
symbols so that the physical signicance of each term can be more easily recognized.
Terms involving the spin-1/2 eld require more work to interpret. We need to convert









































The rst of these relations is actually the condition which sets the normalization in (25).
From Eq. (47) we see that the coecient C has the same signicance in quenched and full
QCD. As for the other coecients, the quenched Lagrangian is equal to that for QCD, Eq.
(14), if we make the identications
 = 2(1
3
D + F ) ;  = (−5
3




bD + bF ) ; M = 2(−53bD + bF ) ;  = 2(b0 + bD − bF ) :
(48)
With the exception of the result for γ, we use these relations to reexpress our quenched
results in terms of D, F , bD, bF and b0, rather than , , M , M and . This allows a
more direct comparison with results from chiral perturbation theory in QCD. We reiterate,
however, that the values of the coecients will be dierent in the two theories.
With all these correspondences in hand, we can now see the most important dierence
between the Lagrangians in QCD and QQCD, namely that the latter has two additional
coecients, γ and γ0. Eq. (48) shows that γ is non-zero in QCD, but that it is not independent
of D and F . In QQCD, by contrast, γ is an independent parameter. Both the new terms
involve a baryon bilinear coupled to str(A) / @0, and thus represent couplings of the 0
9
